Scotts Marking and Feedback Policy
Marking Symbols
Reception
Correct
Incorrect
Well done, you have worked hard
Almost there, keep practising
You must try harder, practise this at home
Independent work
Some supported work
Mainly supported work
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Ideally, work should be marked with the child present.



Green pen should be used for positive comments and red pen for improvements.



Next steps/challenge must be set regularly in all subjects. This should take the form of 2 Stars and a
Wish.



Children must “traffic light” every piece of work with a green, orange or red coloured spot next to the
WALT to show well they feel they achieved the objective.



Children must be given regular opportunities to respond to teachers’ marking. This should either be
immediately after marking or in a small ‘support’ group the following day.

Scotts Marking and Feedback Policy
Marking Symbols
KS1/KS2
Correct / I am impressed with this
Incorrect
Spelling Error
This does not make sense
New paragraph needed
New sentence needed
Incorrect case used
Independent work
Supported work
Objective achieved (mark next to WALT)
Objective partly achieved (mark next to WALT)
Objective not yet achieved (mark next to WALT)
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All Maths and English work must be marked daily.



All other subjects must be marked before the next lesson.



Green pen should be used for positive comments and red pen for improvements.



Improvement prompts must be given regularly in all subjects. This can take the form of 2 Stars and a
Wish.



‘Next step challenge’ should be given in mathematics.



Detailed next steps must always be given on any extended writing piece.



Children must “traffic light” every piece of work with a green, orange or red coloured spot next to the
WALT to show well they feel they achieved the objective.



Children must be given regular opportunities to respond to teachers’ marking. The expectation is that
children and teachers will develop a written dialogue in the books and progress from this will be seen
over time.

